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Solar flares are distributed as power laws

Lin et al. 1984, ApJ 283, 421

Lu & Hamilton 1991
ApJ 380, L89

Dennis 1985, SolPhys 100, 465
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SOC
❖ dN/dE ∝ E–α ⇒ no controlling physical scale in regime we are observing

❖ Events occur as cascades (for flares, reconnections of magnetic field lines) ≡ Self-Organized Criticality

❖ Continuous version of sandpile avalanches is a Langevin process, 

dx/dt = –η⋅ xⁿ + N(0,σ²) 

and after some calculus (ask Eun-jin Kim), leads to a stationary distribution on x with controlling 
parameter β≡η/σ², which upon marginalizing over β using prior p(β) = γ(x; m/2, β*), yields

p(x) ∝ [1/β* + xn+1/(n+1)]–m/2–1/(n+1) 

⇒ power-law at large x 

⇒ reliable measurements of flare distribution slopes can place constraints on the underlying physics
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All the flares
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All the flares
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α(E)
Compute α(>ETOT) for all E ∈ [ETOT,∞) using MLE method of Crawford et al (1970, ApJ 162, 405)

median
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Variation of α(>EMEDIAN)with solar cycle
Note: no evidence for cycle phase dependence; possible offset between cycles; RHESSI consistently lower, but correlated with GOES
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How do individual active regions behave?
We can assign each flare to an active region, and compute α(>EMEDIAN); no obvious correlation with cycle phase or longevity
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The nth flare of an active region
There appears to be a trend towards larger flares when we look at flares that occur later in an active region
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The nth flare of an active region
There appears to be a trend towards smaller α(>EMEDIAN) (flatter distributions) for flares that occur later in an active region
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Takeaways

❖ Slope is not robust — Xufei will have more to say on this

❖ No apparent dependence on cycle phase

❖ Slope gets flatter (more energetic flares) as active regions age
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Waiting time distribution (all flares)



Waiting time distribution (flare order)
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